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ABSTRACT
 
 
Community service activities (PPM) related to the junior high school arts and culture curriculum in dance, there is
material for the Sigrak Kundang dance, therefore it is necessary to have similarities in a synergistic learning process,
so that the purpose of this training can provide understanding and appreciation in appreciating cultural arts. .
Implementation in the field creates problems for art teachers because their insight and skills in the art of Sigrak
Kundang dance are still lacking in depth.
The form of activities in the form of workshops facilitated by schools for teachers in order to improve skills in self-
development as art teachers, is still not evenly distributed. Therefore, in the implementation in the field of business to
improve themselves in learning dances and the task of observing the Sigrak Kundang dance only through YouTube
uploads, without being given an explanation or discussion while students observe the dance. This condition makes the
learning of the art of sigrak echo not run as expected.
The results of community service activities (PPM) are one of the programs as well as efforts to foster an increase in the
understanding and appreciation of junior high school arts and culture teachers for the Sigrak Kundang dance training
which is based on one of the dances designed by the Community Service Team (PPM), which has not been introduced
to the community. junior high school dance teachers, and have never been studied by junior high school dance
teachers in Bantul Regency, Yogyakara. The results of the presentation of the dance above are documented and given
to all participants so that they can be used as a medium for learning cultural arts dance in schools.
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